2004 chevy malibu fuel filter

The fuel filter on your Chevy Malibu does not require a change at regular intervals, but
contaminants may easily clog the filter element after years of service. In this case, fuel supply to
the engine suffers and engine performance is affected. This procedure will guide you to replace
the fuel filter on your Malibu. It is based on a , V6, 3. Other models are similar. Park your car in a
safe place, loosen up the fuel filler cap, open the hood and locate the power distribution box at
the front left-hand side, or driver's side, of the engine compartment. Start the engine and let it
idle as you remove the lid from the power distribution box and unplug the fuel pump relay.
Marks on the inside back of the lid or the relay itself should identify the unit. Let the engine stall
and then crank the engine for about three seconds to relieve the remaining pressure from the
system. Locate the fuel filter at the back of the car--between the fuel tank and rear bumper--and
clean both fuel lines connected to the fuel filter to prevent fuel contamination once you
disconnect the fuel lines. Remove the evaporative control system, or EVAP, canister next to the
fuel filter if you need more access to the filter. You can remove the canister using a wrench or
ratchet and socket. Disconnect the fuel supply line from the fuel filter--the line going to the
engine--using a backup wrench and a flare or line wrench to avoid damage to the line. Grasp the
quick-connect line fitting at the other end of the filter and press the lock tabs. Slightly twist the
fitting from side to side to remove any dirt from the line connection. While pressing the tabs,
push the fitting against the filter and then pull it away to disengage the line. Remove the filter
from its mounting bracket and set the new filter in place, making sure the arrow on the side of
the filter case points towards the fuel supply line. Connect the supply fuel line by hand to avoid
damage to the threads and install the quick-connect line to the other end of the filter. Tighten
the supply line to 20 foot-pounds, or 27 Nm, using the backup and flare wrenches. Tighten the
fuel filler cap, install the fuel pump relay, start the engine and check for fuel leaks at the fuel
filter connections. Do not allow smoking and park away from appliances with open flames like
water heaters and dryers whenever you have to work on or near the fuel system of your vehicle
to avoid an accident. Since Dan Ferrell has contributed general and consumer-oriented news to
television and the Web. His work has appeared in Texas, New Mexico and Miami and on various
websites. Items you will need Floor jack and 2 jack stands Wrench set Ratchet and socket set
Flare or line wrench. Warnings Do not allow smoking and park away from appliances with open
flames like water heaters and dryers whenever you have to work on or near the fuel system of
your vehicle to avoid an accident. Writer Bio Since Dan Ferrell has contributed general and
consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. The fuel filter on your Chevy Malibu does
not require a change at regular intervals, but contaminants may easily clog the filter element
after years of service. In this case, fuel supply to the engine suffers and engine performance is
affected. This procedure will guide you to replace the fuel filter on your Malibu. It is based on a ,
V6, 3. Other models are similar. Park your car in a safe place, loosen up the fuel filler cap, open
the hood and locate the power distribution box at the front left-hand side, or driver's side, of the
engine compartment. Start the engine and let it idle as you remove the lid from the power
distribution box and unplug the fuel pump relay. Marks on the inside back of the lid or the relay
itself should identify the unit. Let the engine stall and then crank the engine for about three
seconds to relieve the remaining pressure from the system. Locate the fuel filter at the back of
the car--between the fuel tank and rear bumper--and clean both fuel lines connected to the fuel
filter to prevent fuel contamination once you disconnect the fuel lines. Remove the evaporative
control system, or EVAP, canister next to the fuel filter if you need more access to the filter. You
can remove the canister using a wrench or ratchet and socket. Disconnect the fuel supply line
from the fuel filter--the line going to the engine--using a backup wrench and a flare or line
wrench to avoid damage to the line. Grasp the quick-connect line fitting at the other end of the
filter and press the lock tabs. Slightly twist the fitting from side to side to remove any dirt from
the line connection. While pressing the tabs, push the fitting against the filter and then pull it
away to disengage the line. Remove the filter from its mounting bracket and set the new filter in
place, making sure the arrow on the side of the filter case points towards the fuel supply line.
Connect the supply fuel line by hand to avoid damage to the threads and install the
quick-connect line to the other end of the filter. Tighten the supply line to 20 foot-pounds, or 27
Nm, using the backup and flare wrenches. Tighten the fuel filler cap, install the fuel pump relay,
start the engine and check for fuel leaks at the fuel filter connections. Do not allow smoking and
park away from appliances with open flames like water heaters and dryers whenever you have
to work on or near the fuel system of your vehicle to avoid an accident. Since Dan Ferrell has
contributed general and consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. His work has
appeared in Texas, New Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Items you will need Floor
jack and 2 jack stands Wrench set Ratchet and socket set Flare or line wrench. Warnings Do not
allow smoking and park away from appliances with open flames like water heaters and dryers
whenever you have to work on or near the fuel system of your vehicle to avoid an accident.

Writer Bio Since Dan Ferrell has contributed general and consumer-oriented news to television
and the Web. Automotive Forums. Fuel Filter location on Malibu Classic. Hello all. Does anyone
know the exact location of the fuel filter on a Malibu Classic essentially the body style with the
2. Thanks in advance for any help. The fuel filter is located in the fuel tank and generally is
non-serviceable. By non-serviceable do you mean non-replaceable? They call it non serviceable
I guess because they think the average DIYer won't attempt to go through the motions of
dropping the tank and gaining access to the filter inside the tank. I'm not sure with the Malibu,
but many GM vehicles are going this route, including my Uplander. I don't even think the
dealer's parts department lists them. I haven't seen one yet but I wonder if it's considered part
of the fuel pump and is generally replaced along with the pump if it goes bad. It is in the tank.
Many in-tank filters are a sock like device attached to the pick up tube. Letting your tank get too
low before refilling can cause dirt and debris to get sucked up into the filter and impede gas
flow. Also buying at a gas station that is receiving a new shipment of gas is bad as during the
delivery process, debris in the underground tanks gets stirred up and the filters that are present
on the station's fuel pumps don't get all of this debris. That can shorten the effective life of the
filter in your gas tank. My '04 Classic has an in-line fuel filter just forward of the fuel tank and
behind a heat shield. Just follow the fuel lines and remove the shield. Fram G WIX Some people
have trouble with the connector end, but I've always had sucess using needle nose pliers to
squeeze the fingers together to release the filter. That sounds right, the 04 Malibu has only a in
tank filter, different car. Thank you very much. The Hayne's manual I have is for Malibu's up to '
So everything is covered by the manual except the engine which doesn't cover the 2. Yes, you
are so right!!!! I have heard that time and time again by many Service Line mechanics. Rules to
live by Brian, do you have any tricks on replacing the back 4 spark plugs on the V6 Malibu ? Is
laying over the engine and scraping the knuckles the only way? If so, what combination of tools
works best? I'm thinking, actually hoping, that all I need to do is change the fuel filter because it
has been quite a while since it has been changed at the garage. I have never attempted to
change it myself because it doesn't look as easy as it use to be to change them many years ago.
I know it is located behind the gas tank. How easy is it to change and how do I accomplish this
task? Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Also I also need to
change my fuel filter where is it located at becuase I need to know if I can replace it myself but if
its in the tank no way I can do it Was this answer helpful? Make sure you relieve the fuel
pressure before you remove the filter. Also make sure you install the new filter with the flow
arrow pointing toward the engine. As far as the brakes, i'm thinking you have disc brakes.
They're easy to replace: jack up the car, remove the tire, loosen the bolts on the caliper and
remove the top one; remove the pads, push the piston back in the caliper with a screw driver or
a C clamp, install new pads, put bolt back on there and tighten them, put tire back. Last but not
least: press on the brake pedal a few times until the pedal feels 'normal'. Eventhough both jobs
are not difficult, a manual will help you a lot. Was this answer helpful? Its not getting gas Was
this answer helpful? An exact location would allow me to not jack the car up more than once.
My car acted like it rand out of gas, but did not. My first thought is to change the feul filter. The
relay to the fuel pump is good, therefore if it isn't the filter, are we talking the feul pump from
there. My son works at a local car dealership and one of the mechanics told him malibus are
famous for the wiring harness going, it was a simple fix, it is located on top of the gas tank Was
this answer helpful? My Malibu will turn over and it sounds like It's trying to get fuel but isn't.
Do you. Hello, Here is a guide to help walk you through the steps and the location of the fuel
filter for your car in the diagrams below. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Brakes
problem Chevy Malibu 6 cyl Two Wheel Drive Automatic Ok my brakes have been skeaking alot
lately and I am going to change them but I dont know how how easy is it to change them and
how do I do it. Also I also need to change my fuel filter where is it located at becuase I need to
know if I can replace it myself but if its in the tank no way I can do it Was this answer. Hi there,
To find your fuel filter, follow the fuel lines starting from the tank; the filter is probably installed
in line with the fuel line. Would like to know where the fuel filter is located. Its not getting gas
Was this answer. The fuel filter is behind the seating area under the car and is in line and in
front of the fuel tank and is mounted onto the chassis. It should be located on the back side of
the fuel tank Was this answer. I believe the feul filter is located under the car, on one of the
sides. I just had the exact same problem with my malibu and it was the wiring harness to the
fuel pump that was bad, the relay switch was fine on mine also. My son works at a local car
dealership and one of the mechanics told him malibus are famous for the wiring harness going,
it was a simple fix, it is located on top of the gas tank Was this answer. Engine Performance
problem Chevy Malibu 6 cyl miles where is the fuel filter located Was this answer. Hello The fuel
filter is located on the cross member just forward of the fuel tank. I changed the filter and now
the car wont start. Is there a fuel safety switch on this model, and where is the relief vavle on the

fuel block. Pictures please. First make sure the fuel filter is installed the proper direction. If so,
just cycle the key off to on 4 or 5 times, then try to start the engine. I need to know where the
fuel filter is on a Chevy Malibu Classic. One guys says in the tank another said in-line just front
of the tank behind the heat sheild Was this answer. This one is in-line and behind the gas tank.
ON the gas tank in front center, I just replaced one. About an hour to take off. Marty Was this
answer. I was told frm an auto part store tht I wuldnt need tools but a fuel disconnect tool but I
think I need more than tht. The green and blue connectors have to be unclipped and pushed
away from the line to release the line from the filter, Roy Was this answer. Could bbe Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. A Week Ago Car Wouldnt Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free! Where is the fuel filter? And how do I change it? Do you. The fuel filter
is in the tank and is considered a lifetime filter. But like all filters get plugged up. It is called a
strainer Here is a guide to show you what you are in for when replacing the fuel filter. Cheers,
Ken Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. But when I start my car I need to push the
accelerator. Doesn't that mean the filter needs replaced? Or are u saying the fuel filter is always
good and it's something else. It sounds like you need to service the throttle bore, Here is a
guide to help you see what you are in for when doing the job. Cheers, Ken Was this answer.
Wow thanks that did the trick I love this site! The oil change guy said I need to change it every
30, miles, but my dad said modern cars don't need them changed unless there is a problem.
Who is right? My manual doesn't say anything about changing the filter at all. Both are right.
Here is the problem. You have a filter in the tank that is capable so the engineers say of long
term filtration qualities. It is not cost effective to replace yours on a maintenance perspective.
Some cars still have in-line filters and 30, is not bad advice. I go 35, myself. Stay away from
quick oil change place and chain repair shops. The paper filter element traps particles in the
fuel that may damage the fuel injection system. The filter housing is made to withstand
maximum fuel system pressure, exposure to fuel additives, and changes in temperature. There
is no service interval for fuel filter replacement. If the fuel filter is plugged, the fuel tank should
be inspected internally and cleaned if necessary. Can't find the fuse for the fuel pump. I'm
looking at the fuse but what else could i
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t be labeled under other than fuel pump? I need to change the filter as well. Please let us know
if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. The one underneath
the hood. I'm actually stumped as 2where the one in the car is cuz it's not in a typical spot. You
pulled the fuel injector fuse the fuse your looking for is in the rear compartment fuse box. Which
is located in the trunk its fuse number 25 that is your fuel pump fuse. Ahh ha I knew that was
there totally 4got bout tht 1. What filter? Haha well I'm changing my fuel filter. Trying 2 tht is.
There's only 1 thing I see tht culd be the filter. Usually the fuel filters on the newer cars are back
in the gas tanks. I just looked and I dont see a fuel filter listed for that car parts wise for sale.
Did you actually buy a fuel filter for that car yet? Yes I did. What the heck am I doing I wonder
haha Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free!

